This “big-hearted musical that breaks the mold” (*The New York Times*) is inspired by the themes and emotions of Alanis Morissette’s groundbreaking Grammy Award-winning album.

**Jagged Little Pill** tells the story of The Healys, a picture-perfect family—but looks can be deceiving. When the cracks beneath the surface begin to appear, they must choose between maintaining the status quo or facing disturbing truths about themselves, their community and the world around them.

The production features Morissette’s characteristic songs, including “Ironic,” “You Oughta Know” and “Hand In My Pocket,” plus brand-new songs written for the show.

Directed by Tony Award® winner Diane Paulus (*Waitress, Pippin*), with an “urgent and wickedly funny” (*The Boston Globe*) book by Academy Award winner Diablo Cody (*Juno, Tully*), music supervision, orchestrations and arrangements by Tom Kitt (*Next to Normal*) and choreography by Olivier Award winner and frequent Beyoncé collaborator Sidi Larbi Cherkaoui, **Jagged Little Pill** garnered raves from its premiere engagement at the American Repertory Theater in Massachusetts.